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redmin_screenshot_paste plugin and redmine_sprints plugin are conflicting with _screenshot.rhtml

2010-07-05 07:55 - japan shah

Status: Closed Start date: 2010-07-05

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee:  % Done: 0%

Category:  Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version:    

Resolution: Invalid Affected version: 0.9.0

Description

When we have redmine_sprints plugin installed its conflicted with redmine_screenshot_paste plugin as follows

on Dashboard "Add Task" Link never work if we don't duplicate the folder

vendor/plugins/redmine_screenshot_paste/app/views/issues to

vendor/plugins/redmine_screenshot_paste/app/views/issue_spirnts.........

here is the traceback....

ActionView::TemplateError (Missing template issue_sprints/_screenshot.erb in view path

vendor/plugins/redmine_screenshot_paste/app/views:vendor/plugins/redmine_sprints/app/views:app/views) on line #58 of

vendor/plugins/redmine_sprints/app/views/issue_sprints/_form.rhtml:

55: <label class="floating"><%= check_box_tag 'issue[watcher_user_ids][]', user.id, @issue.watcher_user_ids.include?(user.id) > <

=h user ></label>^M

56: < end ->^M

57: </p>^M

58: < end >^M

59: ^M

60: <= call_hook(:view_issues_form_details_bottom, { :issue => @issue, :form => f }) %>^M

61: ^M

lib/redmine/hook.rb:113:in `send'

    lib/redmine/hook.rb:113:in `view_issues_form_details_bottom'

    lib/redmine/hook.rb:63:in `send'

    lib/redmine/hook.rb:63:in `call_hook'

    lib/redmine/hook.rb:63:in `each'

    lib/redmine/hook.rb:63:in `call_hook'

    lib/redmine/hook.rb:60:in `call_hook'

    lib/redmine/hook.rb:144:in `call_hook'

    vendor/plugins/redmine_sprints/app/views/issue_sprints/_form.rhtml:58:in `_run_rhtml_vendor47p

lugins47redmine_sprints47app47views47issue_sprints47_form46rhtml_locals_f_form_object'

    vendor/plugins/redmine_sprints/app/views/issue_sprints/_new.rhtml:8:in `_run_rhtml_vendor47plu

gins47redmine_sprints47app47views47issue_sprints47_new46rhtml_locals_new_object'

    vendor/plugins/redmine_sprints/app/helpers/sprints_helper.rb:128:in `labelled_tabular_remote_f

orm_for'

    vendor/plugins/redmine_sprints/app/views/issue_sprints/_new.rhtml:3:in `_run_rhtml_vendor47plu

gins47redmine_sprints47app47views47issue_sprints47_new46rhtml_locals_new_object'

    vendor/plugins/redmine_sprints/app/controllers/issue_sprints_controller.rb:39:in `new'

    /usr/lib/ruby/1.8/webrick/httpserver.rb:104:in `service'

    /usr/lib/ruby/1.8/webrick/httpserver.rb:65:in `run'

    /usr/lib/ruby/1.8/webrick/server.rb:173:in `start_thread'

 if I create another copy the vendor/plugins/redmine_screenshot_paste/app/views/issues with

vendor/plugins/redmine_screenshot_paste/app/views/issue_sprints

then it works perfect....

Related issues:

Is duplicate of Redmine - Defect #5818: redmine_sprints plugin and  redmin_sc... Closed 2010-07-05
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https://www.redmine.org/issues/58


#1 - 2010-07-05 10:47 - Felix Schäfer

- Status changed from New to Closed

- Resolution set to Invalid

This seems to be a problem with the redmine_sprints plugin because it overrides the path where issue views are searched for. Please contact the

author of that plugin for further assistance. If the problem can be tracked down to the redmine_screenshot_paste plugin, please open a new bug that

describes the problem with that plugin in the category "Pugins".

#2 - 2010-07-05 11:19 - japan shah

ok, I'll create the new issue with category "Plugins".

thanks.

#3 - 2010-07-05 14:38 - Felix Schäfer

You seem to have missed the important bit:

Felix Schäfer wrote:

This seems to be a problem with the redmine_sprints plugin because it overrides the path where issue views are searched for. Please contact

the author of that plugin for further assistance.

 Have you contacted the author of the redmine_sprints plugin?

If the problem can be tracked down to the redmine_screenshot_paste plugin, please open a new bug that describes the problem with that plugin

in the category "Pugins".

 Can you confirm that this is a problem with the redmine_screenshot_paste plugin? I.e. have you tested on a bare install with only

redmine_screenshot_paste installed that the problem persists?
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